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PAPER
Simultaneous Evaluation of Micrescepic Defects and
Macroscopic 3-D Shape of Planer Object Derived
from Specular Reflectien Image Sequence

Hidetoshl        'MIIKEi, Regular Member, Sosttke
     Keishi NISHIHARAt*, and

TSUKAMOTOi, StiLdent Member,
Takashi KUReDAT'*, Nonmembers

SUMMARY This paper proposes a precise method of real-
izing simultaneous measurement of microscopic defects and the
macroscopic three-dimensional shapes of planar objects having
specular reflection surfaÅëes. The direction vector field of surface
tilt is evaluated directly by the introduction of a moving s}it-light

technique based on computer graphic animation. A reflected im-
age created by the moving slit-light is captured by a video camera,
and the image sequence of the slit-light deformation is ana}yzed.
The obtained direction vector field of the surface tilt recovers the

surface shape by means of integration. Two sample objects, a
concave mirror and a pla.ne plastic injection molding, are tested
to measure the performance of the proposed rnethod, Surface
anomalies such as surface dent and warpage are detected quanti-
tatively at a high reso}ution (about O,2 [pam]) and a high accuracy
(about 959e) in a wide area (about 15 [cm]) of the test object.
key words: specular reflection, active vision, surface defects,
3-D shape

1. Introduction

Recovering tkree-dimensiona} (3-D) shapes from visual
information is one of the mest important issues in the
field of computational vision. This problem is divided
into two areas of study. One of these areas of study
is called passive vision. Only passive inforrnatiori re-
garding image data from a camera is utilized to extract
a 3-D shape. By use of the analogy of the human vi-
sual systeiin, several techniques have been established,
iRcluding shape derived from shadlng., shape from tex-
ture, binocular vision, and motion stereo[ll-[4]. The
final goal of these techniques is the understanding of
human vision system based on psychology, physiology,
and information sciences. The other area of study is ac--
tive vision or robotic vision [5]-I9]. Recently, increasing

attention has been focused on ways to cTeate a realls--

tic virtual image by means of computer graphics. A
variety of applicatioll fields accelerate the development
of this technology; however, a bottleneck exists regard-
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ing modeling and measuring the 3-D shape of the real
object. A precise and accurate data set describing the
3-D shape is requlred to reconstruct a realistic v•irtual
world. Especial}y in cases when we try to represent real
objects such a,s architecttire, landscapes, hui/nan faces,

and plastic lnjection moldings, we have to introduce an
accurate and reliable method for the measurement of
tl}e 3-D shape. For this purpose, optical methods such
as pcftttern light sources [5], Moir6-topograpky I6], and

phase shift techniques l7] have been developed. Except
for the reflection method of interference optics, most
of these metliods have been developed for the recov-
ery of a 3-D shape having a diffusive surface. Tliese
methods iRtroduce slit-light projection [5], depth from
defocus [8], and depth from focusilO]. The maximum
resolution of these methods is limited to arotmd 20-
100 [pana]. This level of resolution is satisfactory for the

usual purposes of measuriRg macroscopic 3-D shapes;
however, the required resolution to measure the micro--
scopic defects is about O.1 [pam], which is diflictilt to re-

alize using the ordinary direct projection method. On
the other hand, several approaches that recover the 3-D
shape of an object having a specular surface have been
developecl (e.g. Ill], [12]). However, there are no meth--

ods tl}at measure microscopic defects and ma.croscopic
shape simulta,neously.
    VYJe have been developed a method for recovering
the 3-D shape of a planar object having a specular re-
flection stirface [13], I14]. In cx previouts study [13], we in-

troduced a rnoving slit-11gfit, which was driven mechan-
ically. The shape of the light som'ce was reflected on
the test object having a specular surface, and tlie light
was sliifted to the longitudinal direction of the object.

The reflected image sequence of the moving slit-Iight
source was obtained by coRtinuous image acquisition.
The distribution of the surface tilt angle along the di- '
rection and associated surface shape were evalucftÅíed by

means of image processing. In this approach, however,
it is difficult to evaluate surface shape along the direc--

tion perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. In present
study, we propose a precise method for recovering com-
plete informa,tion describing the shape's 3-D structure.
The pattern-Iight sources (x-slit and y-slit), which are
synthesized by computer graphic animation (CGA), are
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introduced and projected first oneo a screen[14]. We
observe a mirror image of tke slit-Iight pattems (see
Fig. 3) refiected on the object surface. DV{icroscopic de-

fects on the suyface of the object are visualized as the
deformation of the mlrror image of the projected pat-
tern on the screen. This method allows measurement
of tke direction vector field of tlte surface tilt of the

object. By the integration of the surface tilt, we can
evaluate the surface shape. Thus, we realize a simtt1-
taneous measurement of microscopic (several ipsm]) de-
fects and macroscopic (several 10 lcm]) shapes of planar
objects having specular refiection surfaces. The perfor-

mance of the proposed method is tested by use of a
concave mirror (commercially given) and pla•stic injec-
tion moldings to measure surface anomalies. Surface
deformations such as surface deRts (several pam) and
warpages (several 100 [pam]) are detected quantitatively

using the pyoposed method.

2. Principle ofthe Propesed Method

Figure l and Fig.2 sbow a schematic configuration of
the proposed system. The experimental setup is com-
posed of two persona} compute}'s (PC), a liquid crystal

projector, a screen, a CCD video camera, and a test
object. Figure 3 shows two pattern-light sources (x-
slit and y--slit) of the moving slit-light synthesized by

CGA, and these are projected onto the screen sequen-
tially. The video camera captuyes a miyror image of the
projected patterns on ehe screen. The pattern-lights
on the screen are refiected on the surface of the object.
Surface anomalies of the object are visualized as the de-

formation of the reflected paetern. It should be noted
that the pattern deformation is not connected directly
te the 3-D shape of the surface. The degree of the defor-

mation directly represents the tilt of the surface. The
full surface shape is recovered by the integration of the
surface tilt.

    First, we consider an object having a fiat surface
and pick up a point O olt the screen (see Fig. 1). Point

O is a representative of the projected pattern. Through
the object surface (point P) tke image of the point O
is refiected specularly aBd pictured by the CCD cam-
era. Tke reflected image of point O is then located at
the center of the picture in this configuration. Second,
we consider a tilted surface haviRg tilt angle 6y [deg]
along y-axis as showma in Fig. 1. The yefiectiolt poiRe on

the object moves from point P to point S. This briltgs
a displacement 6y [pixell of the refiected image on the

CCD camera. In spite of a difference of systern con-
figuratiomas between the previous [13] and the proposed

method, we caR use the same principle to evaluate the
surface anomalies.
    On the triangles ARSP and the rfÅrsOSP, we obtain
the following relationships:

    Silil,ty--SM.CU', (i)
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A schematic diagram of system configuration with tilt
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               (a) {b)
Fig.3 Two projected patterns of the moving slit-light source
synthesized by computer graphic animation (CGA) on the screen.
(a) x-slit and (b) y-slit.

    sin ty' sin(T - cel) sin al
     ps == H :El, (2)
where H and D represent the distance between the ob-
ject and the screen and tkat between the object and
the CCD camera, respectively. or altd ty' are defined as
Åíollows:

    or = ZSRP =: T - (ASPR ÅÄ ZRSP)
     = r - ((T - cu - 5,) ÅÄ cy')

      = cif - a' + 6y,

    Y = ZSOP = 7r - (ZSPO + IOSP)
      = rr ' ((a - 6,) + (7r - dv'))

      = dv' - a+ 6y'

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain

         Hsin7' Dsiay
    PS = sin ori = sin ctz' '

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Hsin(a' - dv + 6y) ==

sin(a - or') sin 5y
cos(a• - ai)

a, - ort == tan-i

     D sin(dv - a

       H-D
cos6y H+D'
  ff -D(

HR-D

'+5y),

When we choose H =D

•

tan 6y) +

 we obtain
,

6, =: f+ tan(7) = f• ta,n(ev - a! + fi,)

  == f•tan 5,J fu f'B,J,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

where f is a focal length of the camera. Equation (9)
shows a relationship between the tilt angle 5,J Idegl and
the displacement 6y lpixel] in two reflected images [13].

    Thus, we have an approximate linea,r relationship
betvLreen the surface tilt angle Sy and the displacement
5y for a small angle of rsy. Consequently, through the
measureixient of the displacement 6,J, we can determine
directly a local surface tilt rs,J(x,y) on the object. In

this configuration (as shown in Fig.1), we introduce
two fundamental assumptions a,s follovLrs:

 1) The slze L of the test object, such as the Iength
    along longitudinal direction, is lÅqnown apriori.

 2) Amount of surface deformations or anomalies
    (AP) is small compared to the object• size (L), a
    distaRce between the camera and object (D) and
    that between t•he screen and object (H) : (AP ÅqÅq
    L Åq D fu H).

Thus,. we can almost fix point P on the surface of
the object (see Fig.1). The failure of this assumption
brings an estiination errorregarding the surface tilt aRd

associated resolution of surfa,ce deformation (see Ap-
pendix).

    \1 ext, we consider a surface having tilt angie P.
along x-axis (see Flg.2). In the sanae manner, we can
determine a distribution of the local tilt angle 5.(x,y)
througli the measurement of the displacement 6.. In
our previous study [13] , we estimated the distribution of
surface tilt S. (x, y) and associated surface shape based

only on the infornaation of 5y. In the presellt study, we

use both information regarding 6.. and 6y for a more
precise evaluation of tke 3--D shape.

    Figure 4 shows a simple method for estimating the

}$"

 )A." re
 os!

                                   xo+3
      AY                 Ax Xe+1      Yo+1              Xo
Fig.4 Estimation of the surface undulation d(x,y)
local tik ang}es Px and rs,y.

Xo+4

from two

surface undulation d(x, y) fyom two data regarding the
tilt ang}es 6.(x,y) and 5y(x,y). 1 amely, the following

relationships can be reduced under the assumption that
the Iocal surface tilt has a constant value:

                       ,
    d.(c+ 1, y) rm d(x, y) ÅÄ Ax - tan 6. (x, y), (10)

    d, (x, ,y ÅÄ 1) = d(x, y) -l- Ay•ta•n 6, (x, y), (11)

               - d. (x+1,y-P 1) -l- {l,([v -i- 1, yÅÄ1)
    d(x+1,y+l)
                               2'
                                           (12)

where dx(x'+1, y) and d,J (x, ?y+1) indicate candidates of

the deformation evaluated derived from the information
of rs.(x,y) and rsy(x,y), respectively. Ax and Ay ai'e
a magnification [mm/pixel] of the image. We assume
that the magiiificatioR }evels ave known prior.
    As a refereRce point, we selected dx(xo,?Jo) =: O.
VYJe then estimate the surface undulation dx (xo -i- 1, bo)

by the integration of the function 6x(z'o, yo) along a x-
axis (see Eq. (IO) aRd the arrow of solid }ine iii Fig. 4),

and dy(xo,tJo + 1) by the integration of the function
rsy(xo,?Jo) along y-axis (see Eq.(ll) and the arrow
of dotted line in Fig.4). [l]hus, we have two candi-
dates for the surface undulation dx(xo ÅÄ 1, yo + 1) and
ci,J(x'oÅÄ1, 2Jo+1). Fina•lly, we estimate the surface shape

d(xo + l, lyo ÅÄ 1) as the average of these two candidates

(see Eq. (12)). XVe can evaluate the distribution of tke
surface shape d(.an, 'y) at every point on the object by
the repetition of these steps.

3. Experimental System

A block diagram of the experimental system is shown
in Fig. i. Pattern lights a,re projected on the screen by

a liquid crystal projector (SHARP XV-P3Z). Artificial
pa,tterns such as slit-light patterns (x-slit and y-slit:
see Fig.3) are created by a personal computer (PCI:
r EC PC-9821Ap). Then, a CCD camera (SOI Y SSC-
M370) captures the patterns refiected specularly on the

object surface, and PC2 analyzes the 3-D shape xvith
tl}e help of a video acquisition board (l ,Iicro-Technica
MT98--MrLNI).

    "re picked up two test pieces. One is a concave mir--
ror. T}ie diameter of the round mirror is 60 [miinip] and
the depth of the depression at the center is 562 [pam]•

The maxkx}um angle of the surface tilt is 2 ldeg]. A
picture of the i/nirror is shovyrn in Fig. 5 (a). rl['he other

object is an ABS-plastic (TJ3G450) test piece having
typical defects of severa} surface dents and warpage•
The plastic vtras black in color and its surface had a
strong luster (specular reflection is superior to difllusive

refiection). Figure 5 (b) shows a photogx'aph of the slit--
light which is refiected on the surfa,ce of the plastic (size

is about l50Å~60 [mm2]).
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(a) A concave mirror having 562 lpaml depth at the center.
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          '      '
(b) A refiectecl slit-light i'eflected en the surface of

   the plastic test piece.

       Fig. 5 Picture of test pieces.

Results and Discussion

4.1 Calibration Measurement

As a calibration experiment we first• used the slit pro-
jection pattem to measure a mirror having an optically
flat surface (see Fig.3). All pieces of equipmeRt in-
cluding the liquid crystal projector, the mirror and the
video camera are fixed at a right angle. By tilting the
mirror at a given angle 6 [deg], the reflected image of
the slit-light shifts 6 ipixel] on the image plane from its

primary projection (6=O). The results of experiment
are shown in Flg. 6. The relationship bet"Teen 5 and 6
is :epresented approximately by

    5./6,. "-v O.043 [deg'/pixel], (13)

and

    B,,/6,, fu O.032 [deg/pixel]. (14)
The linear relationshlp between 5 and S is consistent
with the theoretical expectation of Eq.(9). The re-
sults guarantee t•he linearity within Å}3[deg] of sur-
face tilt angle (6) in our experimental setup. Since
the resoltitioms of image are Ax' NN O.9"2 lmm/pixel] and

Ay 7uO.28 [min/pixel], the resolutions of surface undu-

lations d. and dJ are estimated to be

    d. (x, ,y) = Ax' • tan(S./6.) fu O.17 Ipam], (l5)

and
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A relationship between tilt angle 6 and displacement 6.

    dy(x, ,J) rm Ay•tan(6,,/6,) fu O.16 [pt,m]. (16)

In this evaluation we Reglected the influence of a finite

amount of surface deformation 6P. The infiuence of
the deformation (6P IO) is discussed in Appendix. It
is possible te set up to have an appropi'iate reso}ution

in the measurement by adjusting the camera height,
pro.iector height, and tlie focal length of the camera
(see Eq. (9)). In this study we choose ff= D= 500 lmm].

4.2 iLVfeasuyi'ng 3-D Shape of a Concave Mirror

Next. we measuyed the concave i/nirror in ovder to de-
tex'iinine tl}e accuracy of tke proposed method. Figure 7

shows the result of the tilt angle 5. and associated un-
dulation d. aleng x-axis of the center of the image.
Figure 8 shows the result of the tilt angle Sy and asso-
ciated uRdulation d,J along tJ-axis of the centey ofthe
image. The dottecl Iine represents data commercially
given (the maximum depth of the concave is 562 [pam]),
and the so}id line represents the result of this measure-
ment. The discrepancy of the results is siinall between
those measured and those commercially given. The sur-
face shape of the concave mirror is well recovered, as
shown in Fig.9. [E'he 3-D shape of the mirror is vi--
sualized from the given data (Fig.9 (a)) and from the
measured data (Fig.9(b)). Thus, the accuracy of the
proposed method is confirmed by the measurement of
the concave miyror with a known shape. The maxi-
mum discrepancy of the absolute undulation between
the measured data and the given data is about 3e [pam] .
Thus, the accuracy of the measurement is about 959o
(= (-3e/562) Å~ 100U/e). This discrepancy may be due
to the accumu}ation error of undulation evaluation (see

Eqs. (10)-(12)) and the deviation of tlie dimensions of
the optically polislied mi}'ror from the given specifica--

tlons.

4.3 INtleasuring 3-D Shape of a Plastic Moldings

A sequence of the observed reflected images of t•he x-
slit light source and y-slit source on a plastic test piece
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and associated

((a)-(h)), and its schematic explanation (i) are shown
in Fig. 10. [l]hese images have 256 levels of gray valiie
and are 508Å~19e [pixels] in size. "Xe captured tke x-
slit in}age sequence of 210 [fraine] and the y-slit image

sequence of 120 [frame] using a sampling frequency of-
1 [Hz]. The x-slit light moves from left to right and t}ie

y-slit light moves froi/n top to bottom with a constant
velocity on the screen (see Figs. 10 (a)-(h)).

    Tlie plastic is placed on a flat mirror (see
Fig. 10 (i)). The refiections f'rom the mirror retrieve in-

formation regarding the reference points. An intersec-
tlon point of x-slit and y-slit on the mirror represents
an ideal position P, where the surface has no tik. An
intersection point ef x-slit and y-slit on the plastic rep-
resents a displaced position S (see Fig. 1). XVe estimate

the displacement 6. and 6,J by measuring the dlstance
from the ideal point P to the point S, aRd we can de-
termine the surface tilt angles 5. and S,J using Eqs. (l3)

and (14).
    In Fig. 10 (b), the existence of a small circular dent
is visualized in the naiddle of tke refiected slit image,
and (c) and (d) show refiected slit-lights split by the in--

fiuence of a large dent. Applying the proposed method
to the obtained iiinage sequence, we nieasured surface
defects. The results are summarized in Fig. 11. In the
distribution of surface tilt S(x', y), we can recognize the
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(a) Commercially gjven data.

    (b) Measured data obtained by the proposed method.

      Fig. 9 Undu}ation d(xb,y) of a. concave mirror.

Iocal structure of surface defects such as surface dents
(see the arrowed positions in Fig.11(a) and li(b))•
The local shape of the small dent is detected quantita-
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   (i) A schematic illustration of the actual measurement.

Fig.Ie Examples of the reflected images on a plastic test
piece. (a)-(d) Refiected images using x-slit. (e)-(h) Refiected
images using y-slit.

k
(a) Distribution of tilt angle Bx(x,y)

          (b) Distribution of tik angle Py(x, y)

Fig. Il Results of meastn"ement of tilt angle rs using slit-light
patterns. Arrows show the position of a small surface dent visu-
alized by the proposed inethod.

tively. The radius and the depth of the dent are deter-
mined to be 1.e [cm] and 1.2 [pam], respectively. On the
other hand, in the distribution of surface Lmdulation of
surface shape d(x, y), we recognize the global structure
of a surface deformation such as warpage (see Fig. 12).
A srnall deformation along the longitudinal direction is

visualized quantitatively. The maximum deformation
is more than 300 [pam]. Thus, we obtain a quantitative
picture of the surface shape. Not only a microscopic
defect composed of a smal} surface dent (about 1 [pam])
but alse the global structure of the object's waxpage
(about 50e lpaml) is captured simultaneously using tke
proposed method. In contrast to the size resolution of
the iinage (about O.3 [mm/pixel]), the minimum reso-
lution of surface roughness (about O.2lpam]: see Ap-
pendix) is rather surprising. As discussed in our pre-
vious report l13], the reflected image from the specular
surface is sensitive to surface anomalies. The proposed

method enables us to measure the distribution of the
surface tilt vector directly.

5. ConcludingRemarks

In this paper, we introduce a new system configuration
as shovLrn in Fig.1. [I]he artificial pattern of moving
s}it--Iights is projected onto a screen. The light is net

projected directly onto the test object. This is a key
point of the proposed method. The camera observes a
mima'or image of the pattern refiected specularly on the
object surface. Defects and/or deformations of the ob-
ject are visualized as deformations in the mirror image
of the projected pattern. Cempared to the conventional
methods (e.g. the direct projection method ofpatterned
Iight sources), the proposed system configuration has
tl}e foIlowing several advantages:

l) Compatibility of shape detection in a wide ob-
  servation area and resolution of surface roughness
  through an observation camera.

2) F}exible pattern projection including sequential
  projection of x--slit and y-slit lights.

The latter advantage provides a precise method for
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measuring the 3-D shape of a planar object having
a specular reflection surface. By the introduction of
CGA technique, the direction vector field of surface tilt
Sx(x,y) and 5y(x,y) is eva}uated. The surface shape is
recovered by the transformation of the vector field to
surface undulation d(x, sl. To confirm the perforrnance

of the proposed method, we picked up two sample ob-
jects, a concave mirror and a plane p}astic injection
molding. The main points of the results are summa-
rized as follows.

 I) Through calibration experiment using a fiat mir-
    ror, the maximum resolution of surface undulation
    was estimated to be about O.2 [pam].

2) The accuracy of shape measurement was tested by
  the ttse of a concave mirror (optically polished)
  having a 562 [pam] hollow at the bottom of the ini}'-

  ror. The maximum discrepancy between the mea-
  sured data and that commercially glven is abouÅí
  30 [pam]. Tke accuracy of the measurement was es-
  timated to be about 95fr/o.

 3) Surface anomalies on a sample plastic molding are
    observed quantitatively. rv{icroscopic or t}ie lo-
    cal structure of a surface dent was well visualized
    in the surface tilt iinages 5.(x,y) aRd rstJ(cv,2J)•

    Macroscopic or global structure of warpage was
    well captured in the undulation image d(x'., y).

Thus we realize simukaneous detection of the macro-
scopic relative shape and microscopic surface anoma-
lies of a planar object having a specular surface. In
spite of the low resolution of the camera image (abotit
O.3 [mm/pixell), it is possible to measure microscopic
defects (about O.2 [psm]) and surface anomalies in a wide
area (abouÅí 15 [cm]) of the test object.
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Appendix

In this text, we assume that the measurement point P
is fixed very closely to the objeet having a flat plane.
When Åíhe object has surface anomalies or deformations,
however, point .l) divides the origina} plane. As de-
picted in Fig. 1 ancl Fig.2, the defori/ned point S is not

on the original (surface) plane. This failure of assump--

tion constitvttes a linait of resolution ancl/or tllt angle

error. Next we consider a configuration a•s shown in
Fig.A•1. "Je can estiiinate the infiuence of surface de-
formation for the estimation error of the surface tilt
angle P. X?Vhen we have the discrepaRcy 6,.T, we ca•n not
distinguish P and P' through the cai/nera. 'I"his results

in an error of the surface tilt 6S. Solving the geometric

configuration we obtain the following relationship:

. Y
'

Oc'

Y
H

w5P

•• e
'

''"'6.r it

P a P' r ii

i'

l

x

Fig. A• 1 A geometric configuration describing a limit of
angu}ar resolution to measure surface tilt.
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6B - a- dv' - [ll'- =

where

.

When

66

Stan-i (ili'i)•

 or = r,/4
a' 7r/2-c/2
 c rm Y+7r/2
                  E         T/ 7;
.
 6e= mp -i+ g.

we choose ll=

..
gtan-i([l';)

     fs O.2 [pam].

500 lmm]

n
)ft

2'

, 5xrm1 lmm],

F\ O.e573 [deg].

(A• l)

(A- 2)

(A+3)

Following can estimate d(x,y) rm Ax+
tcan(S./6.) This can be alimit of reso-
lution configuration (H=D= 500 Imm], 6x ks
1 [iinm]) In this study we picked up planar objects hav-
ing small deformations (6x Åq l.O lmm]). Thus, the limit
of resolution is less than O.2 [psm]. If we choose a suit-

able geometrical configuratioR we can measure a surface
shape having an enhanced deformation.
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